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Out of the pit stop - into the fast lane
In 2018, Wealth Managers faced growing headwinds. Lower AuM growth, more volatile markets and continued fee
compression led to declining Wealth Management business valuations. The revenue pressure felt by Wealth Managers in
late 2018 highlights the continued vulnerability of operating models to market stress. The rebound in early 2019 brought
short-term relief for some but further pressure is inevitable as the end of the cycle approaches. Wealth Managers must take
action to capture growth opportunities in Emerging Markets while preparing their operating model for an eventual
downturn.
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Messages for the C-suite
Wealth Managers faced growing headwinds through 2018. Global HNW wealth
grew by 4% in 2018, far below levels seen in previous years.
Wealth Management business valuations decreased by more than 20% in 2018 on
the back of lower AuM growth, volatile markets and continued fee compression.
While valuations across banking also took a hit, the valuation gap between Wealth
Management and other banking businesses continued to narrow.
Pressure on fee and transactional income increased due to market volatility, notably
in H2 2018. The rebound in Q1 2019 brought short-term relief for some but further
pressure is expected going forward as the end of the cycle approaches. Wealth
Managers must take action to capture growth opportunities while preparing their
operating model for an eventual downturn.
Consequently, in our fourth joint Deutsche Bank - Oliver Wyman Global Wealth
Management Report we focus on the opportunities and challenges in Emerging
Markets as well as the need to change the operating model. Achieving success
along both dimensions will be the single most important factor in determining
future winners and losers.

Priorities for the C-Suite
Rethink your footprint in Emerging Markets
To realise above-average growth, Wealth Managers need to rethink their positioning across Emerging Markets, which will constitute over half of global wealth
growth compared to one third of stock today. APAC and LatAm are of particular
relevance:
n

n

APAC – Monitor shifts in relevance of offshore hubs and place call options
on select onshore markets
n

Be alert to developments in offshore hubs Hong Kong and
Singapore while the challenge to build scale is growing – prepare
for potential shifts in relevance between hubs

n

Assess the China onshore opportunity now, given structural
changes like easing regulation, the phase-down of guaranteed
high-return products and the increasing complexity of Chinese
HNW needs but accept this to be a 5+ year journey to profitability

n

Minimum AuM levels per country are quickly shifting to USD 10BN,
so take concentrated positions to set up onshore advisory in select
SEA markets to react to regulatory reforms, while considering
various market entry models to optimise cost of entry

L atAm – Integrate onshore and offshore offerings to gain competitive
advantage
n

Focus on solving operational, technical and regulatory challenges
to provide a seamless onshore and offshore experience for clients

Deutsche Bank AG/London
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n

In light of lower interest rates, guide clients on their path towards
more
sophisticated
investment
strategies
and
better
understanding of risk

Simplify the operating model
Wealth Managers need to improve the efficiency of their operating model and
adjust their cost base while improving advisor productivity. The areas where most
cost reduction potential exists are not new but the way to achieve results is. In working with industry leaders, we have proven a number of high impact use cases to
reduce administrative tasks in the front office over the past 12-18 months, which
eventually will have to be implemented across the industry more broadly:
n

n

Onboarding & Profiling
n

Upgrade KYC process to improve RM efficiency – manual
information collection of RMs can be enhanced through the
integration of third-party databases to compile client data

n

Digitise the AML / transaction monitoring value chain to free up
both first and second line capacity – machine learning techniques
can be applied to identify potential false positives while more
advanced analytics can also help identify trends in alerts

n

Reduce the client onboarding burden by combining increased
digitisation of the onboarding process with holistic data
management, allowing information to be shared easily across
functions

Advice & Implementation
n

Embed different service levels and greater automation in the
investment engine – develop an industrialised, mass personalised
offering that draws on uniform underlying processes for core HNW
clients

n

Automate front-to-back credit processes for vanilla lending
offering, reducing workload and generating volume growth from
lower abandon rates

Allocated costs should be tackled by lowering group service consumption. Wealth
Managers should focus on understanding and steering cost allocations as well as
establishing a culture of cost ownership to get into the driver’s seat for allocated
costs.
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Joint Executive Summary
Persistent headwinds and resulting investor caution lead to a further narrowing of the valuation gap
Wealth Management business valuations decreased by more than 20% in 2018 on
the back of lower Asset under Management (AuM) growth, more volatile markets
and continued fee compression. Overall bank valuations also decreased, but at a
slightly slower rate, further narrowing the “valuation gap” between Wealth Management and other banking businesses.
The gap has narrowed by a total of 22 percentage points (ppt) since its high in 2015,
reflecting growing concerns about the industry’s business models. The gap
emerged following the Global Financial Crisis as a reflection of comparatively low
capital intensity, a primarily fee-based business model, and on the back of ongoing
Net New Money (NNM) generation supporting revenue growth. To sustain or grow
this gap again, Wealth Managers must show they can achieve earnings growth
even in an adverse market environment and with increasing regulatory requirements.
Figure 1: Equity market value development of overall bank vs. Wealth Management business
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Source : Deutsche Bank Research, Oliver Wyman analysis

The end of the cycle is in sight – Emerging Markets to drive future growth
The wealth of high net worth individuals (HNWIs) grew to USD 70TN globally in
2018, albeit at a decelerated rate of 4% on the back of challenging equity markets.
The strongest growth rates were observed in Emerging Markets at 7-8%, while
Developed Markets trailed behind at 2-3%. We anticipate this growth divergence to
continue over the coming years.

Deutsche Bank AG/London
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Figure 2: Global private (HNW) wealth by major region, in USD TN
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Source : Oliver Wyman Wealth Management model
Note: HNW wealth is measured across households with financial assets greater or equal to USD 1 million. Financial assets include investable
assets (deposits, equities, bonds, mutual funds and alternatives), excluding assets held in insurance policies, pensions and direct real estate or any
other real assets. Numbers for all years were converted to USD at the year-end 2018 exchange rates to exclude the effect of currency fluctuations.

After two years of steady growth in asset prices, 2018 proved more challenging,
particularly in the last 3 months of the year, with global equity markets down 9%
(MSCI World Index). Markets have since rebounded in Q1 2019, buying Wealth
Managers another period of relief before a major correction eventually hits.
Due to positive NNM, which contributes more than half of expected growth going
forward, HNW wealth usually increases even in a market downturn. We expect
HNW wealth to grow at a rate of 5% p.a. over the next five years – significantly lower
than growth rates in more positive market environments – reaching USD 91TN in
2023. Emerging Markets will contribute over half of global wealth growth, despite
representing “only” one third of total wealth today. Growth in Developed Markets
will stabilise but will continue to be slower than in Emerging Markets.

Gross margins under pressure by increased volatility in 2018 and a halt on
rate hikes
Gross margins of Wealth Managers based in Developed Markets decreased slightly
in 2018. Increased market volatility drove risk aversion and impacted transactional
income. Long-term drivers of fee and commission (F&C) margin compression also
persisted – namely, the shift to passive products and the faster growth of quasi-institutional, lower margin ultra-high-net-worth business (UHNW). Increasing mandate penetration did not provide a large enough counterbalance. Net interest
income (NII) continued to grow, supported by higher US rates, but was held back
in Europe. Year-on-year (YoY) loan growth decreased due to deleveraging pressure
in H2 2018. Reduced client activity in a more volatile market environment caused
a notable drop in transactional income, which continues to decline as a percentage
of total revenue. This exacerbates the slow but ongoing decline of transactional
income, driven by the continued shift into mandates.
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Figure 3: Margins for Developed Markets-based Wealth Managers, 2013-2018,
indexed to 100 in 2013, margin as share of AuM, sample of leading Wealth
Managers
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Source : Deutsche Bank Research, Oliver Wyman analysis
Note: 'Developed Markets-based’ refers to Wealth Managers who are based in North America of Europe

Wealth Management economics continue to rebound for some players as markets
recovered in Q1 2019. Longer term, however, we expect gross margins to contract
further. The 2018 dip in revenue margins gave Wealth Managers a glimpse of what
can be expected from the next market downturn.

Wealth Managers remain unprepared for a looming downturn – high cost
income ratios still persist
Industry-wide cost-income ratios (CIRs) persist in the mid to high 70s. Following
positive operating jaws in 2017, revenue pressure outpaced timid cost cutting
efforts. As a result, operating jaws turned negative again in 2018, illustrating the
strong vulnerability of operating models to even moderate levels of market stress.
Figure 4: Operating jaws, 2015-2018, sample of leading Wealth Managers
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Source : Deutsche Bank Research, Oliver Wyman analysis

If a shock of similar strength to the Global Financial Crisis were to occur today, our
analysis suggests that the average CIR would rise to 91%. Adjusting CIR development for the current revenue composition (for example positive impact from
increased mandate penetration) and operating models (for example negative
impact from higher share of allocated costs and lower share of easily reduceable
discretionary costs) yields a very similar picture with an average CIR of 90%. A third
of leading Wealth Managers currently operating at CIRs of more than 80% would
approach loss making territory quickly.

Deutsche Bank AG/London
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Figure 5: CIR ratio pre and post crisis (mean, max and min in %, deltas in ppt
calculated on average CIR levels), sample of leading Wealth Managers
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Source : Deutsche Bank Research, Oliver Wyman analysis

Emerging markets will outgrow Developed Markets by 4% p.a. until 2023
but a growing percentage of wealth can only be captured onshore
Emerging Markets HNW wealth will grow at a much higher rate than in Developed
Markets (8% vs. 4% p.a.). APAC, Latin America (LatAm), Middle East & Africa and
Eastern Europe are expected to account for over half of global wealth growth until
2023, compared to one third of stock today. These are the markets where Wealth
Managers will have the greatest opportunities to expand their client base and significantly grow AuM over the coming years. APAC and LaAm show the highest expected growth rates and are therefore the focus of our analysis.
Figure 6: CAGR of global private HNW wealth by major region, 2018-2023
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Source : Oliver Wyman Wealth Management model

APAC observation 1: Changing dynamics across APAC require Wealth
Managers to review their offshore footprint across Hong Kong and Singapore
Hong Kong and Singapore, the two leading offshore hubs in APAC, are expected to
continue to grow strongly but shifting dynamics within the region have the potential
to affect their relative importance in the future.
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Hong Kong’s development as an offshore hub will be dependent on continued
inflows from Chinese HNW clients. While these clients still favour Hong Kong due
to a broader investment product offering and geographic proximity, they are concerned about the increasingly intrusive approach from Chinese authorities into
Hong Kong. While this has potential to improve Singapore’s position as offshore
hub for Chinese HNW clients, Singapore faces challenges of its own. Changing regulations across SEA domestic markets, increasingly allowing onshore advisory for
offshore assets (see APAC observation 3), put pressure on the Singapore-centric
SEA operating models many Wealth Managers still have in place. This may lead to
parts of the value chain migrating onshore, fragmenting footprints and increasing
cost to serve.
As a result of these dynamics, Wealth Managers intending to cover the entire region
still need strong presence in both hubs but the challenge to build or maintain scale
in both is constantly growing.

APAC observation 2: Wealth Managers that want to benefit from future
growth in onshore China need to assess the opportunity now
The Chinese onshore Wealth Management market is seeing significant structural
changes; as a result, we recommend Wealth Managers assess the opportunity
now.
Due to multiple entry barriers and operating challenges Wealth Managers have so
far mostly focused their efforts on capturing Chinese offshore HNW wealth, despite
about 80% of total financial assets being retained onshore. Easing ownership regulation for foreign Wealth Managers, the phase-down of guaranteed high-return
products and the increasing complexity of Chinese HNW Wealth Management
needs means we recommend Wealth Managers assess the China onshore opportunity now. In addition, HNW clients increasingly demand more sophisticated services (e.g. wealth and succession planning) which require deeper capabilities that so
far only foreign players can fulfil.
Given these structural changes, domestic players are working hard to improve their
Wealth Management offering. They are better placed to navigate local regulations
but still struggle to meet evolving client needs. In contrast to the past, they are now
increasingly open to partnerships with well-established foreign players. In the
short-term, foreign Wealth Managers should consider these partnerships to rapidly
acquire access to distribution channels and to accelerate their client acquisition.
Considering these obstacles to short-term success, Wealth Managers that choose
to enter the Chinese onshore market will need to take a long-term view, accepting
challenging economics and possible losses in the short to medium-term. We
expect break even in onshore China will take foreign Wealth Managers a minimum
of 5 years. Assessing the onshore opportunity requires them to make a trade-off
decision between short-term shareholder demands and the long-term value a China call option by entering the market now provides.

APAC observation 3: Ongoing regulatory reforms will prompt Wealth Managers to take concentrated positions in select SEA onshore markets
In light of regulatory reforms in SEA and slowly maturing capital markets allowing
for more sophisticated client offerings in domestic markets, Wealth Managers will
increasingly need to consider their onshore footprint, in particular in Indonesia,
Thailand and Malaysia.

Deutsche Bank AG/London
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As local regulation changes for onshore advisory on offshore assets and Government sponsored investments (e.g. savings bonds) are now increasingly encouraged, we expect parts of the Wealth Management value chain to migrate onshore.
At the same time, a large proportion of assets are expected to remain offshore for
better product access and as a continued political and currency hedge. We expect
SEA clients with offshore assets to increasingly demand onshore advisory services
and to no longer be content with advisory desks in offshore locations. The footprint
required to serve offshore assets in SEA will thus become more fragmented, resulting in higher operating costs – for example, for domestic licensing, hiring and training of advisory staff and operations/infrastructure. Although the operating costs of
a local advisory presence are far lower than those of a full booking centre, Wealth
Managers will need to significantly increase their AuM originating from domestic
SEA markets to justify these additional costs. We estimate minimum platform size
to increase by USD 10BN for each onshore advisory presence. Based on our analysis only a handful of local players have achieved that AuM level so far. In Thailand,
for example, we see no more than five domestic players, and none of the global
firms, with assets in excess of USD 10BN of Thai HNW financial wealth.
In order to keep costs at a manageable level and to maintain an achievable minimum platform size, wealth managers will likely need to choose which domestic
SEA markets are best to position themselves in. This requires a Wealth Managers
to conduct an in-depth analysis of the respective SEA markets taking into account
several market entry considerations to determine the most promising options.

Wealth Managers with an integrated onshore and offshore experience will
gain a competitive edge in Latin America
Latin America offers significant growth potential but requires a careful selection of
target markets. Local market dynamics differ significantly across the region, as
illustrated by Mexico and Brazil’s market development following the respective
elections. With offshore investments still being of great importance to HNW clients
across LatAm, Wealth Managers who want to stand out should accelerate the
development of an integrated on- and offshore offering and client experience.
While many Wealth Managers serving the domestic markets have an offshore
offering in one or more of the preferred offshore locations, most lack integration.
We see a strong separation of Wealth Managers’ onshore and offshore offerings,
often negatively impacting client experience. Many clients cite that their onshore
and offshore relationship with the same bank often feels like banking with two different organisations. Hence today, clients often gain no benefit keeping their onand offshore assets with the same Wealth Manager. While integration is not simple,
given many regulatory and cross-border data sharing hurdles that need to be overcome, the rewards for those who manage to integrate the client experience can be
significant and result into a real competitive edge.
In general Wealth Managers will need to overcome three key areas of roadblocks:
Operating model, infrastructure and regulatory requirements.

Page 10
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Figure 7: Integrated onshore / offshore experience – areas for action (not
exhaustive)

Source : Oliver Wyman analysis

Due to the importance of US offshore locations to LatAm clients and increasing US
resident ties of the next generation, those banks that can add US onshore Wealth
Management to the mix will have an additional edge over competition.
In addition, the low interest rate environment across LatAm provides Wealth Managers with the opportunity to transition their clients from low-risk products, such as
deposit linked investments, to more sophisticated products. Low-risk products are
now no longer providing attractive returns. This is an inflection point for Wealth
Managers, who can now provide more sophisticated services, such as financial
planning and a much wider range of investment products to their clients. In order
to benefit from this change in macro environment, HNW clients will need to be educated about broader investment offerings if they are to be convinced to reallocate
their wealth. Wealth Managers need to support their clients along this journey.

Wealth Managers must use last reprieve to simplify their operating models
before the approaching downturn
The Q1 2019 market rebound has given Wealth Managers what we think may be a
last chance to simplify their operating models and adjust their cost base while
improving advisor productivity before an eventual downturn. Cutting discretionary
spending, delaying investments and trimming operating costs will not suffice –
more substantial action is required.
Figure 8: Cost breakdown by function, indicative (% of total costs)
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To increase efficiency in the front office, which accounts for more than 50% of
costs, Wealth Managers must free up Relationship Manager (RM) capacity for revenue-generating activities by automating and digitising processes.
In the back office, allocated costs remain stubbornly high for Wealth Managers that
are part of a broader group – more than 50% in some cases. Wealth Managers can
take action to reduce the consumption of group services to ultimately lower cost
allocations.

Utilise proven efficiency levers to reduce the >50% of RM time allocated to
low-value-adding administrative activities
Today, average RMs still spend ~50% of their time on low-value adding administrative activities. Improving the time allocations of RMs can have a significant impact
on their performance and holds material potential. Across the industry, we observe
that often only 20% of Relationship Managers are responsible for 80% of NNM generation. Past strategies of replacing low performing Relationship Managers with
external hires often proved unsuccessful. Instead, Wealth Managers need to make
their current front-office operations more efficient, particularly by reducing the time
burden for administrative tasks. In working with industry leaders, we have proven
a number of high impact use cases over the last 12-18 months, which eventually
have to be implemented across the industry more broadly, complementing efficiency levers that have already been recently implemented by many players.
Figure 9: Opportunities for efficiency increases along the client journey

Source : Oliver Wyman analysis

Efficiency lever 1: Know Your Customer (KYC)
KYC processes need to be upgraded in light of greater external data availability and
ready third-party solutions. RMs (and compliance officers) need to draw on an array
of external databases to compile client data, rather than relying on time-consuming
manual information collection and reconciliation. Incorporating advanced information aggregation and analytics tools offered by third party providers or built
in-house, sourcing and reconciling data from hundreds of data bases, Wealth Managers can access and process client data in unprecedented ways, whilst ensuring
Page 12
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regulatory compliance in terms of data protection. Such tools also offer substantial
benefits for periodic client reviews, as these can now be largely automated and conducted on an ongoing basis.

Efficiency lever 2: Anti Money Laundering (AML) – Transaction monitoring
Monitoring transactions is still a resource-heavy process for Wealth Managers at
present. Whilst transaction monitoring tools (TMT) are screening and flagging
transactions, following up on alerts is still a highly manual process. The algorithms
used by the tools are often crude, creating a high number of false alerts. AML represents another area for improving efficiency and effectiveness in the short-term
based on enhanced use of data, analytics, and technology.
During alert generation, automated data aggregation of transaction data and data
processing to group alerts can be employed. Before launching a time-consuming
investigation, statistical and machine learning techniques can be applied to identify
potential false positives while more advanced analytics can also help identify trends
in alerts. The manual collection of relevant documents can be replaced by automated data collection. Data visualisation makes data more intuitively accessible to
employees.

Efficiency lever 3: Reduce client onboarding burden
A number of challengers have shown that increased automation and digitisation of
the onboarding process (beyond KYC), combined with holistic data management is
achievable.
Centralised and consolidated data storage eliminates a duplication of tasks and
allows information to be shared across functions. Increased digitisation and automation of processes reduces manual work, provides a uniform view of workflows
and data, and simplifies client interaction with fewer touchpoints. Centralized data
management also enables more sophisticated data analytics to identify revenue
opportunities and the digitisation of client servicing activities, for which the lack of
a uniform data architecture remains a key hurdle (see last year’s report “Dare to be
different”).

Efficiency lever 4: Providing tailored advice and mass personalisation
Wealth Managers must better align their offering to the varied needs of their client
base. Differentiating RM service levels has been in focus in the recent past, but
embedding different service levels and greater automation in the investment
engine is still a largely underutilised efficiency lever. For example, HNW clients with
assets below the typical entry threshold of USD 5 MM must be served at a lower cost
point without compromising on quality.
In an industrialised offering, Wealth Managers create standardised, basic mandate
offerings that are matched to clients based on their risk profile. Base offerings can
subsequently be “mass personalized” with a handful of standardised opt-in modules. These allow a degree of customisation from the client perspective on top of
largely uniform underlying investment processes. Mandates of the same type are
managed collectively and back office activities, such as risk management and
reporting, can be standardised. A more industrialised mandate offering should benefit clients and reduce conduct risk by standardising outcomes across portfolios.

Efficiency lever 5: Automation of credit processes
Lending will remain a key income growth lever for Wealth Managers. At the same
time, lending – particularly Lombard lending – is well suited to front-to-back autoDeutsche Bank AG/London
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mation. FTE costs can be reduced by 10-40% through reduced manual intervention
along the value chain. For example, automated pricing and profitability tools can
support origination and structuring. Automated fraud detection and pre-approvals
shorten the time required for credit applications and reviews. Real-time monitoring
and automated margin calls increase efficiencies in the ongoing monitoring of
credit.
A simplified credit application process also generates volume growth by reducing
abandon rates. The time to apply is reduced to minutes and approvals on plain-vanilla requests can be provided in seconds.

Wealth Managers must review group service consumption to help lower
allocated costs
Allocated costs make up a significant share of Wealth Managers’ costs. Cost allocation methodologies, the implementation of robust cost tools at group level and the
reduction of group service costs are outside their direct scope of influence. Wealth
Managers must focus on understanding and steering cost allocations as well as
embedding a culture of cost management.

Cost allocation management
Cost allocation mechanisms are often so opaque that business unit management
cannot anticipate their allocation with accuracy, but they can gain an element of
control. The first step is to understand the cost allocation mechanisms and the
underlying drivers. Elasticity of allocated costs is a key metric to understand when
trying to reduce the cost allocated to the Wealth Management business unit.
For example, automation and digitisation of the AML / transaction monitoring value
chain standardises processes in alert generation and investigation. This creates a
more uniform, higher quality information base for final case decisions in the compliance department, reducing workload and thus eventually allocated costs.

Cost management culture
Wealth Managers need to move from a governance model, where no one owns the
allocated costs, to a system with named owners who are responsible for understanding them front-to-back, negotiating them, and taking action to reduce the allocation. This includes treating shared service divisions like a third-party supplier at
arms-length and compare their value-for-money with external providers. This may,
for example, be applicable for processes such as transaction processing, payments
and billing, as well as reporting. While this leads to stranded costs for the group in
the short-term, it is the only way to discipline internal suppliers and, ultimately, to
increase the efficiency of the overall group.
Reducing costs and not merely reallocating them will require real collaboration
across the business and corporate centre. In our cost work, we found that “studio
design” sessions can make a real difference.
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1. The end of the cycle is in
sight
Persistent headwinds and resulting investor caution lead to
a further narrowing of the valuation gap
The structural headwinds identified in last year’s report “Dare to be different” were
clearly evident in 2018. Wealth Management business valuations decreased by
more than 20% in 2018 on the back of lower Asset under Management (AuM)
growth, more volatile markets, and continued fee compression. Overall bank valuations also decreased, but at a slightly slower rate, further narrowing the “valuation
gap” between Wealth Management and other banking businesses.
Over recent years, the strong performance of Wealth Managers has been driven by
robust asset growth supported by quantitative easing and wealth growth. Wealth
Managers’ valuations have materially profited from the comparably high market
sensitivity of the business model. In addition, investors have been attracted by
Wealth Managers’ capital-light models. For example, Wealth Managers acting as
“fiduciaries" were significantly less affected by regulatory capital requirements
than other banking businesses, such as investment banking. As market volatility
increases, high market sensitivity adversely impacts valuations. Additionally, there
are increasing signs that regulatory tightening across capital-intense banking models has peaked. Regulators have increasingly shifted their focus towards compliance, Know Your Customer (KYC)/Anti Money Laundering (AML) and data protection, which also heavily affects Wealth Managers, therefore losing their relative
advantage towards other banking businesses in the eyes of investors.
The valuation gap has narrowed by a total of 22 percentage points (ppt) since its
high in 2015, reflecting growing concerns about the industry’s business models.
The gap emerged following the Global Financial Crisis as a reflection of comparatively low capital intensity, a primarily fee-based business model, and on the back
of ongoing Net New Money (NNM) generation supporting revenue growth.
Figure 10: Equity market value development of overall bank vs. Wealth Management business
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To sustain or grow this gap again, Wealth Managers must show they can achieve
earnings growth even in adverse market environments and with increasing regulatory requirements. As we observe investors shifting their focus from risk to growth,
idiosyncratic growth success stories are becoming more relevant across the industry.

The end of the cycle is in sight – Emerging Markets to drive
future growth
The wealth of high net worth individuals (HNWIs) grew to USD 70TN globally in
2018, albeit at a decelerated rate of 4% on the back of challenging equity markets.
The strongest growth rates were observed in Emerging Markets at 7-8%, while
Developed Markets trailed behind at 2-3%. We anticipate this growth divergence to
continue over the coming years. Wealth Managers looking to achieve above average growth rates must take a look at their Emerging Markets footprint and strategy
to best position themselves to capture this growth.
Figure 11: Global private (HNW) wealth by major region, in USD TN
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Source : Oliver Wyman Wealth Management model
Note: HNW wealth is measured across households with financial assets greater or equal to USD 1 million. Financial assets include investable
assets (deposits, equities, bonds, mutual funds and alternatives), excluding assets held in insurance policies, pensions and direct real estate or any
other real assets. Numbers for all years were converted to USD at the year-end 2018 exchange rates to exclude the effect of currency fluctuations.

North American markets held up slightly better than European markets in 2018,
with the strong US Dollar cushioning some of the negative market effects due to
protectionist US politics and trade tensions.
European markets experienced continued strain from political uncertainty, including Brexit, Italian elections, protests in France, and the approaching end of the
Merkel era in Germany. Monetary tightening raised concerns of an economic slowdown. The Euro remained weak compared to other currencies, exacerbating negative market effects.
Economic growth rates in APAC and, especially, in China (2018 GDP growth: 6.6%)
are slowing to more sustainable levels, although still markedly higher than Europe
(EU: 1.8%) and North America (US: 2.9%). Deleveraging took priority over economic stimulus in China, which also suffered from US trade tariff tensions.
Equity markets have since rebounded in Q1 2019 on the back of investors’ improved
views of geopolitical risks, China stimulus and lower probability of a near-term economic downturn. Recent communications by the ECB and Fed also indicate a
change of gears in quantitative tightening and rate hikes. EUR forward curves indicate a significantly lower increase in rates than was expected a year ago and USD
forward curves even point towards possible cuts. This may buy Wealth Managers
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a last period of relief before a major correction eventually hits.
Figure 12: Forward 2yr curves - USD and EUR
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Leading Wealth Managers headquartered in Developed Markets, i.e. Europe and
North America, saw slight declines in AuM during 2018, driven by negative asset
returns. Net new money (NNM) remained positive but did not make up for market
losses. APAC-based players saw a small increase in AuM, driven by continued
strong NNM.
Figure 13: Asset performance vs. NNM (in % of AuM)
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Source : Deutsche Bank Research, Oliver Wyman analysis

Due to positive NNM, which contributes more than half of expected growth going
forward, HNW wealth usually increases even in a market downturn. We expect
HNW wealth to grow at a rate of 5% p.a. over the next five years – significantly lower
than growth rates in more positive market environments – reaching USD 91 TN in
2023. Emerging Markets will contribute 55% of growth with above average growth
rates of 6-9%. Growth in Developed Markets will stabilise but will continue to be
much slower than in Emerging Markets.
Figure 14: Share of total HNW wealth growth 2018-2023, by region (in %)
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We anticipate HNW wealth to continue growing through a likely near-term economic downturn supported by new wealth creation. At the same time, asset returns
across the HNW population tend to be less sensitive to market stress scenarios, due
to greater diversification and flexibility, and better access to investment advice and
services. As a result, HNW wealth has historically rebounded quickly from previous
downturns.

Gross margins under pressure by increased volatility in 2018
and a halt on rate hikes
Gross margins of Wealth Managers based in Developed Markets decreased slightly
in 2018. Increased market volatility drove risk aversion and impacted transactional
income. Long-term drivers of F&C margin compression also persisted – namely, the
shift to passive products and the faster growth of quasi-institutional, lower margin
ultra-high-net-worth business (UHNW). Increasing mandate penetration did not
provide a large enough counterbalance.
Net interest income (NII) continued to grow, supported by higher US rates, but was
held back in Europe. Year-on-year (YoY) loan growth decreased due to deleveraging
pressure in H2 2018.
Reduced client activity in a more volatile market environment caused a notable drop
in transactional income, which continues to decline as a percentage of total revenue. This exacerbates the slow but ongoing decline of transactional income, driven
by the long-term shift into mandates.
Figure 15: Margins for Developed Markets-based Wealth Managers, 2013-2018,
indexed to 100 in 2013, margin as share of AuM, sample of leading Wealth
Managers
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Source : Deutsche Bank Research, Oliver Wyman analysis
Note: ‘Developed Markets-based’ refers to Wealth Managers who are based in North America of Europe

Wealth Management economics continue to rebound for some players as markets
recovered in Q1 2019. Revenues and profits are growing, albeit mostly still below
Q1 2018 levels. Transactional income is growing again as markets stabilise and
investor confidence returns. AuM growth is recovering as asset performance
improves, stabilising F&C revenues. Longer term, however, we expect gross margins to contract further.
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NII margins are growing but at a decelerated speed as rate increases are on
hold
NII margins continued to grow for Wealth Managers but at a slower rate as the Fed
rate cycle comes to an end. NII pressure will intensify going forward. As a result, we
expect gross margins to contract.
North America-based Wealth Managers’ NII margins have continued to benefit
from Fed rate hikes in 2018. Further hikes have been declared unlikely by the Fed in
the short-term and cuts even seem possible if inflation or growth falters. This trend,
combined with increased deposit betas, will put pressure on NII margins in the near
future.
The ECB has not raised interest rates from their historically low levels. This has left
NII margin growth of Europe-based Wealth Managers trailing their North Americapeers since 2016. ECB rate hikes, previously anticipated for 2019, are now expected
to be delayed further. This is reflected in EONIA (Euro Overnight Index Average) forward rates, which have declined over the past six months.
Loan growth remained positive in 2018, contributing to NII margin growth, but
decelerated notably from 2017 due to market stress and deleveraging pressures.
AuM-weighted loan penetration increased slightly due to weakness in AuM
growth.
Figure 16: YoY loan growth, 2014-2018, in %, sample of leading Wealth Managers
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With AuM growth below expectations, F&C income is under pressure,
despite increasing mandate penetration
Market stress in 2018 led to low AuM growth (or even declines in some markets),
restricting the baseline for F&C income.
F&C margins remain under pressure. Developed Markets overall saw a slight
decline in F&C margins, driven by ongoing structural pressures. Europe-based
Wealth Managers faced greater market volatility than their North America-based
peers and, as a result, suffered a 5% (2bps) reduction of F&C margins while North
American F&C margins rose marginally by 2% (1bps). North America-based Wealth
Managers continue to benefit from lighter regulation than their European counterparts, who are subject to MiFID II requirements. The Department of Labour (DOL)
Deutsche Bank AG/London
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Fiduciary rule has been abandoned and the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission’s (SEC) proposed Regulation Best Interest remains under debate. As implementation of the latter becomes more likely, however, we expect the regulatory burden of North America-based Wealth Managers to increase.
Beyond regulation, F&C margins face several opposing trends: Continued margin
pressure from the commoditization of advisory services and the increasing share of
comparably lower margin UHNW business is cushioned by continuously increasing mandate penetration. Slight regional differences, for example from regulatory
pressure, may likely be the difference between constant or decreasing F&C margins.

Wealth Managers remain unprepared for a looming
downturn – high cost income ratios still persist
Industry-wide cost-income-ratios (CIRs) persist in the mid to high 70s. Wealth Managers remain unprepared for a looming downturn and must take additional actions
to make their business model more efficient. Following positive operating jaws in
2017, revenue pressure outpaced timid cost cutting efforts. As a result, operating
jaws turned negative again in 2018, illustrating the vulnerability of operating models to market volatility.
Figure 17: Operating jaws, 2015-2018, sample of leading Wealth Managers
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Source : Deutsche Bank Research, Oliver Wyman analysis

Comparing CIRs of H1 2018 and H2 2018 shows the vulnerability of CIRs to even low
levels of market stress. The CIRs of more than two thirds of leading Wealth Managers increased between H1 2018 and H2 2018. As expected, the variable-cost-heavy
structure (~40%) of North America-based Wealth Managers showed greater adaptability to volatile markets than the more fixed-cost-heavy structure of Europe-based
peers.
Figure 18: Range of CIR change of Wealth Managers, H1 2018 vs. H2 2018 (in
ppt)
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The need for Wealth Managers to reduce their CIRs is even more apparent when
looking at cost-income-ratio developments during the Global Financial Crisis.
Between 2007 and 2009, the average CIR for leading Wealth Managers that still
exist today increased by about 12 ppt. CIRs have declined since 2009 but not
returned to pre-crisis levels.
If a shock of similar strength to the Global Financial Crisis were to occur today, our
analysis suggests that the average CIR would rise to 91%. Adjusting for the current
revenue composition (for example positive impact from increased mandate penetration) and operating models (for example negative impact from higher share of
allocated costs and lower share of easily reduceable discretionary costs) yields a
very similar picture with an average CIR of 90%. A third of leading Wealth Managers, currently operating at CIRs of more than 80%, would approach loss making
territory quickly.
Figure 19: CIR ratio pre and post crisis (mean, max and min in %, deltas in ppt
calculated on average CIR levels), sample of leading Wealth Managers
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The need to cut costs creates a dilemma for Wealth Managers as fulfilling their
growth targets without further investments will be near impossible. Growth outlooks need to reflect the reality of revenue pressure and required action on costs.
Wealth Managers need to brace themselves for negative markets while maintaining their commitment to selected high-priority growth opportunities.
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2. Emerging Markets will
outgrow Developed
Markets by 4% p.a. until
2023 but a growing
percentage of wealth can
only be captured onshore
Emerging Markets HNW wealth will grow at a much higher rate than in Developed
Markets (8% vs. 4% p.a.). APAC, Latin America (LatAm), Middle East & Africa and
Eastern Europe are expected to account for over half of global wealth growth until
2023, compared to one third of stock today. These are the markets where Wealth
Managers will have the greatest opportunities to expand their customer base and
can significantly grow AuM over the coming years. APAC and Latin America show
the highest expected growth rates and are therefore the focus of our analysis.
Figure 20: CAGR of global private HNW wealth by major region, 2018-2023
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Regulatory reforms in local markets increase the relevance
of onshore presence across APAC
Global Wealth Managers in APAC have, for the most part, served HNW clients in the
region from offshore hubs Hong Kong and Singapore. However, significant growth
of onshore wealth and a gradual opening and increasing maturity of select onshore
markets require Wealth Managers to revaluate their largely offshore driven
approach.
We see three main areas of action for Wealth Managers to reposition their business
in APAC. First, closely observe developments in the offshore hubs Hong Kong and
Singapore to be well prepared for any shifts in relevance. Second, assess the Chinese onshore opportunity now. And third, take select concentrated positions in
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South East Asia.

Changing dynamics across APAC require Wealth Managers to review their
offshore footprint across Hong Kong and Singapore
Hong Kong and Singapore, the two leading offshore hubs in APAC, are expected to
continue to grow strongly but shifting dynamics within the region have the potential
to affect their relative importance in the future.
Rapidly growing wealth in APAC, combined with limited product offerings in
domestic markets and limited property rights, have made Hong Kong and Singapore leading offshore hubs over the past decades. Both have all the prerequisites in
place to effectively serve HNW clients: access to global financial markets and
investment opportunities, strong domestic financial markets, respected financial
market regulators, stable economic and monetary governance, advanced infrastructure and transparent legal frameworks based on English Common Law –
respectively, ranked 3rd and 4th in the Global Financial Centre Index. The ranking
serves as a strong indicator for the strength of the overall financial ecosystem – a
crucial condition for successfully attracting HNW offshore wealth.
Hong Kong’s growth continues to be fuelled by inflows from mainland China. With
its stock connect programmes to Shanghai and Shenzhen stock exchanges, Hong
Kong offers valuable China access opportunities to non-Chinese investors and
remains the primary market for Chinese IPOs. Singapore will remain the preferred
offshore destination for SEA-based HNW clients, who benefit from its geographic
proximity, advanced infrastructure and pro-business political environment. Across
both markets, residency opportunities for HNW investors add to the appeal.
Despite continued strong growth in both hubs, we expect Hong Kong and Singapore to be increasingly affected by changing dynamics within the markets from which
their offshore assets originate. Hong Kong’s development as an offshore hub will
be dependent on continued inflows from Chinese HNW clients. While these clients
still favour Hong Kong due to a broader investment product offering and geographic
proximity, they are concerned about the increasingly intrusive approach from Chinese authorities into Hong Kong. While full Hong Kong and Mainland integration is
still a long way off we expect Mainland HNW clients to increasingly consider offshore alternatives to Hong Kong as a way of mitigating the perceived increasing
political risk.
While this has the potential to improve Singapore’s position as an offshore hub for
Chinese HNW clients, Singapore faces challenges of its own. Changing regulations
across SEA domestic markets, increasingly allowing onshore advisory for offshore
assets, put pressure on the Singapore centric SEA operating models many Wealth
Managers still have in place. This may lead to parts of the value chain migrating
onshore, fragmenting footprints and increasing cost to serve (see chapter on SEA).
The development of SEA onshore markets could threaten Singapore’s mid-term
growth outlook.
As a result of these dynamics, Wealth Managers with the ambition to cover the
entire region still need strong presence in both hubs but the challenge to build or
maintain scale in both is constantly growing.

Wealth Managers that want to benefit from future growth in onshore China
need to assess the opportunity now
The Chinese onshore Wealth Management market is seeing significant structural
Deutsche Bank AG/London
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changes, leaving Wealth Managers with the question whether to enter the market,
and we recommend Wealth Managers to assess the opportunity now. Those deciding to enter need to take a mid- to long-term view and accept challenging economics and possible losses in the short-term for a chance to benefit from access to the
immense Chinese onshore wealth in the future. Wealth Managers should be open
to partnership models with local players to accelerate access to the market and limit
financial exposure.
The Wealth Management market in China is one of the fastest growing in the world.
HNW financial wealth is expected to grow 10% p.a. between 2018 and 2023.
Despite significant Chinese offshore asset growth, about 80% of total financial
assets remain onshore.
Figure 21: China HNW wealth comparison – onshore vs. offshore
CAGR for HNW wealth, 2018–
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The Chinese onshore market is undergoing significant structural changes. Easing
ownership regulation for foreign Wealth Managers, the phase-down of guaranteed
high-return products and the increasing complexity of Chinese HNW Wealth Management needs lead us to recommend Wealth Managers to assess the China
onshore opportunity now.

Regulations for foreign Wealth Managers are easing
Chinese-owned Wealth Managers have benefited in the onshore market from capital controls and restrictions on foreign ownership. Many of the foreign firms that
entered the market in the past have soon exited, and none of those that remained
have gained meaningful scale. Capital controls remain, but regulations on foreign
ownership are easing. Foreign firms are allowed majority ownership in joint ventures with Chinese firms and, from 2021, 100% foreign ownership will be permitted.
We also observe a gradual expansion of outbound investments driven by extensions of regulated schemes and quotas (e.g. QDLP and QDII). Combined, these regulatory changes will allow foreign Wealth Managers to provide outbound investment products to HNW clients who they advise domestically.

Product demands are evolving
Growing restrictions on the shadow banking industry and the phase-down of guaranteed high-return products, which foreign players have largely avoided to offer
due to their often lower risk appetite vs. Chinese domestic players, lead to declining
attractiveness of local player’s investment products. Suppressed investments
returns for underlying assets are likely to trigger HNW clients’ needs for more efficient portfolio allocation. According to our proprietary HNW client survey conducted in early 2019, more than 40% of HNW clients in China still expect investment
returns of more than 8% p.a. over the next 5 years. As a result, advancing capital
market offerings and emerging financial instruments (for example index options)
will be of increasing relevance for HNW clients. Foreign wealth managers have the
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qualifications required to serve these shifting demands given their superior investment offering expertise.

Wealth Management needs are shifting
The Wealth Management needs of HNW clients in China are becoming more open
and complex, making extensive wealth planning capabilities of foreign players
more attractive. For example, the demand for inheritance planning is increasing as
wealth is passed to the second generation of HNWIs. Our HNW survey reveals that
for the majority of HNW clients in China access to succession planning services is
one of the top three requested services of a Wealth Manager. However, the vast
majority of the clients also state that their Wealth Manager currently does not provide these services. We expect changes in wealth-related policies and tax regulation to become more mature and complex (e.g. much speculated estate tax). This
will only increase the demand for sophisticated estate planning and more internationally diversified portfolios. These developments provide foreign Wealth Managers with an opportunity to bring their more advanced capabilities to bear and outcompete the local players.

China remains a difficult market for foreign Wealth Managers
While recent developments offer great potential for international Wealth Managers, the strong market position of domestic players and still existing entry barriers
will preclude them from scaling-up independently and bringing their full strengths
to bear in the near-term. As long as domestic players still dominate distribution,
going alone will often not lead to the desired success for international Wealth Managers. At the same time, we see a great opportunity for international Wealth Managers to pursue collaborative approaches with local players to gain accelerated
access to the market in the short-term.
The Chinese onshore market is still dominated by domestic players who control distribution. Their history and scale give them major advantages over international
players. Given the structural changes mentioned above, domestic players are also
working hard to increase the sophistication of their Wealth Management offering.
Domestic banks already own a large number of retail banking clients, many of
whom could be upgraded to wealth management in the future as incomes and savings continue to grow. They also have access to scarce, “localised” products that
often exceed the risk appetite of foreign players.
Despite easing regulation, foreign Wealth Managers still face regulatory barriers to
entry. Wealth Managers that want to offer their full range of services require multiple licenses that can be obtained only through complex and often opaque administrative processes. This prevents international players from capitalising on their relative strengths in financial planning and product manufacturing and from scaling-up
their business when entering the onshore market independently. In addition, the
“separate operations” regulatory scheme requiring banks to separate banking and
securities businesses, is another barrier for entering the market independently with
full force. For example, when opting for the banking business only, global players
would not be allowed to provide offerings like securities trading or margin financing. For an independent full-scale offering however, international Wealth Managers
would need to operate and maintain two different and separate entities.
Such obstacles also create an opportunity for foreign Wealth Managers. Local players are better placed to navigate local regulations, but often struggle to develop a
Wealth Management offering meeting the evolving HNW client needs. Our HNW
survey reveals, that the main driver for not moving more assets onshore is the lack
Deutsche Bank AG/London
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of wealth management propositions of domestic players. As a result, domestic
players are also increasingly open to partnerships with well-established international Wealth Managers. A partnership can also include sharing parts of the value
chain, for example providing infrastructure and product capabilities to domestic
players.
Figure 22: Main reasons of investors for not moving more assets onshore (in %
of respondents)
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Source : HNW client survey, Oliver Wyman analysis

Our survey further indicates that ~60% of HNW clients found their primary Wealth
Manager through a recommendation by their domestic bank. As a result, foreign
players should see a partnership approach as a chance in the short-term to benefit
from important market insights of domestic players, to rapidly acquire access to
distribution channels and to accelerate their customer acquisition. In addition, such
partnerships create optionality to expand in the future once market presence and
know-how is established.
Considering these obstacles to short-term success, Wealth Managers that choose
to enter the Chinese onshore market will need to take a long-term view, accepting
challenging economics and possible losses in the short to medium-term. We
expect break even in onshore China will take foreign Wealth Managers a minimum
of 5 years. Assessing the onshore opportunity requires international Wealth Managers to make a trade-off decision between short-term shareholder demands and
the long-term value of a China call option by entering the market now.

Ongoing regulatory reforms will prompt Wealth Managers to take concentrated positions in select SEA onshore markets
In light of regulatory reforms in SEA and slowly maturing capital markets allowing
for more sophisticated Wealth Management offerings in domestic markets, Wealth
Managers will increasingly need to consider their onshore footprint, in particular in
Thailand, Malaysia and Indonesia. Minimum platform size across the region will
increase by USD 10BN per onshore presence and Wealth Managers will need to
carefully weigh the additional costs of going onshore with the need to protect their
offshore business by following their clients onshore and getting early access as
these markets continue to mature.
SEA HNW clients have been historically served by Wealth Managers offshore, predominantly from Singapore. Wealth protection and product access were the main
reasons for moving wealth offshore with no credible domestic market alternative.
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While local regulation would largely prohibit onshore advisory on offshore assets,
clients seeking access to advice and a full Wealth Management offering would have
to travel to Singapore.

Advisory services will migrate to onshore markets
As local regulation changes for onshore advisory on offshore assets and Government sponsored investments are now increasingly encouraged, we expect parts of
the Wealth Management value chain to migrate onshore. At the same time, a large
proportion of assets are expected to remain offshore for better product access as
local markets are still maturing and as a continued political and currency hedge.
Recent regulatory changes in SEA countries are gradually opening domestic markets. For example, in Thailand regulations previously required investments into offshore assets to be wrapped in investment structures sponsored by domestic financial institutions (e.g. master feeder scheme). Investors can now directly invest into
offshore assets through local brokers or banks. If the Indonesian government continues its regulatory reforms, onshore advisory services on offshore assets become
increasingly accessible.
In line with these changes, we expect SEA clients with offshore assets to increasingly demand onshore advisory services and to no longer be content with advisory
desks in offshore locations. The footprint required to serve offshore assets in SEA
will thus become more fragmented.

Minimum platform size increases by USD 10BN per onshore presence –
Wealth Managers need to consider partnership strategies to control costs
The more fragmented footprint will result in significantly higher operating costs –
for example, for domestic licensing, hiring and training of advisory staff and operations/infrastructure. Although the operating costs of a local advisory presence are
far lower than those of a full booking centre, Wealth Managers will need to significantly increase their AuM originating from domestic SEA markets to justify these
additional costs.
As outlined in our previous report “Time to Advance and Defend”, AuM of around
USD 30BN are required to operate a booking centre profitably. We estimate USD
10BN are required for each onshore advisory presence. Based on our analysis only
a handful of local players have achieved that AuM level so far. In Thailand, for example, we see no more than five domestic players, and none of the global firms, with
assets in excess of USD 10BN of Thai HNW financial wealth.
However, the required AuM increase to offset the market entry costs may be
reduced if Wealth Managers enter onshore markets through partnerships or can
leverage existing local group presence.
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Figure 23: Market entry models for onshore advisory presences

Source : Oliver Wyman analysis

In order to keep costs at a manageable level and to maintain an achievable minimum platform size, wealth managers will likely need to choose which domestic
SEA markets are best to position themselves in. This requires Wealth Managers to
conduct an in-depth analysis of the respective SEA markets, taking into account
several market-specific entry considerations to determine most promising options.
Figure 24: Strategic considerations when assessing market entry

Source : Oliver Wyman analysis

For example, Wealth Managers need to consider the different investing styles
across SEA markets to identify a promising value proposition. Indonesian HNW clients are likely to delegate all investment decisions to their advisor while Thai HNW
clients pursue a more collaborative investing approach with their advisor.
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Figure 25: Investing styles across SEA
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In addition, Wealth Managers need to better understand their exposure to each
market across all booking centres to come to a full risk/reward assessment of following clients onshore. With respect to entry mode the analysis must include an
evaluation of entry barriers to the specific market (e.g. restriction of foreign ownership).
When making the decision on whether to go onshore, domestic market development also needs to be considered. Individual markets in SEA have experienced high
growth in onshore financial wealth which is expected to continue over the next
years. Malaysia offers the largest potential in terms of financial wealth followed by
Thailand and Indonesia. Our proprietary HNW survey reveals that more than 70%
of HNW clients from these countries have moved more of their assets onshore over
the last three years. Primary drivers for this shift were an improving access to investment opportunities onshore and tax amnesty programs implemented by SEA governments.
Figure 26: Private HNW wealth by country, 2018

Source : Oliver Wyman Wealth Management model
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Establishing an advisory presence can be seen as a call option to potentially expand
into a full onshore offering at a later stage as local wealth pools are broadening and
financial markets keep maturing.

Wealth Managers with an integrated onshore and offshore
experience will gain a competitive edge in Latin America
Latin America offers significant growth potential for Wealth Managers but requires
a careful selection of target markets as local market dynamics can differ significantly across the region, as illustrated by Mexico and Brazil’s market development following their respective elections. With offshore investments still being of great
importance to HNW clients across LatAm, Wealth Managers who want to stand out
should accelerate the development of an integrated on- and offshore offering and
client experience. In addition, the low interest rate environment no longer provides
HNW clients with low-risk high return on deposit linked products and sovereign
bonds. Wealth Managers now have the chance to expand their investment offering
unlocking potential new revenue sources.
The financial wealth of Latin America HNWIs has grown at consistently high rates
over recent years. At 8% the 2017-18 headline growth rate in HNW wealth in Latin
America is comparable to APAC. But in contrast to APAC, where most markets
flourished, growth in Latin America is unevenly distributed across countries, often
as a result of political events.
In Brazil, the election of a right-wing government resulted in a rallying stock market,
strengthening of the Real and a moderately improved economic confidence and
outlook. In contrast, a new left-wing government in Mexico has seen volatile markets immediately following the election on the back of challenging economic confidence, with investors fearing a deteriorating business environment. These sentiments are reflected in the market indices. While Brazil’s market index has increased
by more than 10% since the election, Mexico’s has stagnated. Such disparity is mirrored in the next tier LatAm economies, such as Chile, Argentina and Colombia.
Figure 27: Market Return Index, indexed to 2015
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Source : Thomson Reuters, Oliver Wyman analysis

Latin America provides great growth prospects for Wealth Managers, but they need
to think carefully about the best approach to serve HNW clients within individual
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markets. Considering that Brazil and Mexico account for more than 80% of total
financial wealth across Latin America, these two markets should be of highest priority for Wealth Managers.

Integrated onshore / offshore offering
HNW clients in most Latin American countries invest large proportions of their total
financial wealth offshore (up to 85%).
Figure 28: HNW wealth distribution across largest Latin American economies,
2018
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Source : Oliver Wyman analysis

The Caribbean and Miami / New York have emerged as the most attractive offshore
hubs for Latin American clients. Unlike Switzerland, which used to be primary hub
for wealthy individuals from LatAm, Miami and the Caribbean are geographically
close, have the same time zone and dozens of daily flight connections from Latin
American capitals. With the increasing movement of wealthy individuals from Latin
America to the US, particularly the younger generations, we expect the US to soon
become the primary offshore location of choice. As an example, the percentage of
US private schools’ students coming from Latin America has increased over the last
20 years, from 8% to 11%.
While many Wealth Managers serving the domestic markets have an offshore
offering in one or more of these locations, most lack integration. Across the industry, we see a strong separation of Wealth Managers’ onshore and offshore offerings, often negatively impacting client experience. Many clients cite, that their
onshore and offshore relationship with the same bank often feels like banking with
two different organisations. Hence today, clients often gain no benefit keeping their
on- and offshore assets with the same Wealth Manager. While integration is not
simple, given many regulatory and cross-border data sharing hurdles that need to
be overcome, the rewards for those who manage to integrate the client experience
can be significant and result into a real competitive edge.
In general, Wealth Managers will need to overcome three key areas of roadblocks:
Operating model, infrastructure and regulatory requirements.
As part of an integrated Operating Model, Wealth Managers must design performance and reward systems for their Relationship Managers that allow them to make
booking centre agnostic decisions for their clients without negatively impacting
Deutsche Bank AG/London
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their own performance assessment. On the infrastructure side, Wealth Managers
must ensure that the client front end is integrated across locations, providing clients
a single account view and functionality across their on- and offshore assets. This is
particularly challenging considering different tax regulations and disclosure
requirements across locations. On the regulatory side, Wealth Managers should
strive for a unified onboarding process that allows for a simple cross-border
onboarding without onerous re-papering requirements.
Figure 29: Integrated onshore / offshore experience – areas for action (not
exhaustive)

Source : Oliver Wyman analysis

Due to the importance of US offshore locations to LatAm clients and increasing US
resident ties of the next generation, those banks that can add US onshore Wealth
Management to the mix will have an additional edge over competition.

Education of clients to take risks
Given the low interest rate environment across LatAm at the moment, this provides
a great opportunity for Wealth Managers to transition their clients from low-risk
products, such as deposit linked investments, to more sophisticated products as
low-risk products are now no longer providing attractive returns.
To stimulate economic activity, Brazil’s central bank has repeatedly lowered interest rates over recent years, with large effects on returns of multiple asset classes,
such as sovereign bonds. HNW clients, who were used to achieving double-digit
returns on investments guaranteed by the government must now invest in different
products to maintain the high returns to which they have become accustomed. This
is an inflection point for Wealth Managers, who can now provide more sophisticated services, such as financial planning and a much wider range of investments
products to their clients. In order to benefit from this change in macro environment,
HNW clients will need to be educated about broader investment offerings if they are
to be convinced to reallocate their wealth. Wealth Managers need to support their
clients along this journey.
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Figure 30: 10Y Government Bond Yield, 2002-2019
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We expect political and economic uncertainty to remain a key theme in Latin America, with persistent effects on the Wealth Management sector in the individual markets. Changing macroeconomics will require HNW clients, especially in Brazil, to
become less risk-averse and to diversify across a greater number of investments.
Only Wealth Managers that can lead HNW clients on this journey, teaching them
how to take risks, will profit from this structural change of local investment behaviour.
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3. Wealth Managers must
use last reprieve to simplify
their operating model for an
eventual downturn
The Q1 2019 market rebound has given Wealth Managers what we think may be a
last chance to simplify their operating models and adjust their cost base while
improving advisor productivity before an eventual downturn. Cutting discretionary
spending, delaying investments, and trimming operating costs (e.g. market data
and index costs or reduction of research budgets) will not suffice – more substantial
action is required.
Figure 31: Cost breakdown by function, indicative (% of total costs)
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To increase efficiency of the front office, which accounts for more than 50% of
costs, Wealth Managers must free up Relationship Manager capacity for revenuegenerating activities by automating and digitising processes. In working with
industry leaders, we have proven a number of high impact use cases, which can be
implemented across the industry more broadly.
In the back office, allocated costs remain stubbornly high for Wealth Managers that
are part of a broader group. Many levers to reduce allocated costs remain in the
power of the group centre, but Wealth Managers can take action to lower the consumption of group services to ultimately decrease cost allocations.

Utilise proven efficiency levers to reduce the >50% of RM
time allocated to low-value-adding administrative activities
Today, average RMs still spend ~50% of their time on low-value adding administrative activities. Improving the time allocations of RMs can have a significant impact
on their performance and holds material potential. Across the industry, we observe
that often only 20% of Relationship Managers are responsible for 80% of NNM generation.. Past strategies of replacing low performing Relationship Managers with
external hires with the promise of moving their books often proved unsuccessful.
The total costs of replacing a Relationship Manager quickly add up to six figures and
integrating new hires frequently fails. Following the prominent 2017 exits from the
protocol for broker recruiting, this approach is even less attractive in the US.
Instead, Wealth Managers need to make their current front-office operations more
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efficient, freeing up RM time for client facing activities.
Figure 32: Activity profile of a Relationship Manager, indicative (in %)
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Source : Oliver Wyman analysis

RMs currently spend about half of their time on non-revenue generating tasks, such
as compliance or managing onboarding processes. Administrative processes
owned by RMs need to be made more efficient to free up their time for revenue generating activities.
Figure 33: Opportunities for efficiency increases along the client journey

Source : Oliver Wyman analysis

In working with industry leaders, we have identified and implemented measures to
improve efficiency along the client journey. A few levers, formerly considered theoretical or experimental ideas, have over the last 12-18 months emerged as effective
tools with high impact and a proven business case. These should be implemented
more broadly across the industry, complementing previous efficiency levers that
have already been recently implemented by many players.
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Profiling & Onboarding
Digitization of KYC and AML processes
Following a significant increase in risk & compliance resources over the past years,
driven by tighter regulation and remediation needs, Wealth Managers now have the
opportunity to realise first and second line efficiencies while maintaining and
improving quality. Rapid changes in regulation over recent years required Wealth
Managers to quickly build up their KYC and AML compliance processes. As regulatory and market expectations are now stabilising, Wealth Managers can simplify
these complex and resource intense processes to free up resources front-to-back,
including RM time, whilst improving customer experience and overall robustness.
Know Your Customer (KYC)
KYC processes (such as collecting and reviewing basic reference data, background
information, etc) need to be upgraded in light of greater external data availability
and ready third-party solutions. RMs (and compliance officers) need to draw on an
array of external databases to compile client data, rather than relying on time-consuming manual information collection and reconciliation. Leading providers compile information on several hundred million individuals globally.
Oliver Wyman’s access to the FinTech community suggests that by incorporating
advanced information aggregation and analytics tools offered by third party providers or built in-house (building on advances made by firms like leading technology
firms), sourcing and reconciling data from hundreds of data bases, Wealth Managers can access and process client data in unprecedented ways, whilst ensuring regulatory compliance in terms of data protection. This has the potential to fundamentally transform how the industry is conducting KYC.
With less resources, a more comprehensive KYC check is performed, whilst also
enhancing the customer experience. This also offers substantial benefits for periodic client reviews, as these can now be largely automated and conducted on an ongoing basis. Automated alerts highlight relevant cases to RMs for investigation and
follow up.
Anti Money Laundering (AML) – Transaction monitoring
Monitoring transactions – for example, due to suspicions of tax evasion or dealings
with embargoed countries – currently is a resource-heavy process for Wealth Managers. Whilst transaction monitoring tools (TMT) are screening and flagging transactions, following up on alerts is still a highly manual process for RMs, support
resources and compliance officers. The algorithms used by the tools are often
crude, creating a high number of false alerts. AML represents another short-term
area for improving efficiency and effectiveness in the short-term based on
enhanced use of data, analytics, and technology.
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Figure 34: Optimisation levers along the transaction monitoring value chain

Source : Oliver Wyman analysis

At the time of alert generation, data aggregation can be used to enhance transaction data ahead of the analysis, for example by providing supplementary information on the transaction. Automated data processing groups multiple alerts on the
same transaction into one case, reducing duplicative work downstream.
Before launching a time-consuming investigation, statistical and machine learning
techniques can be applied to identify potential false positives based on experience
and suggest the closure of such cases. Over time, robust patterns can be incorporated directly into the algorithms and filters of the transaction monitoring tools,
improving the power of prediction both on the positive and negative side. Advanced
analytics can also help to identify trends in alerts, informing employees about the
newest developments and helping to continuously improve the transaction monitoring process. The previously resource intense process of manually collecting relevant documents across systems can be replaced by automated data collection
through robotic process automation (RPA), that accesses the various systems and
tools via Application Programming Interfaces (APIs). This automates the search for
transaction histories and client information across systems and data formats. Data
visualisation, replacing the traditional system of rigorously structured databases,
can make data more intuitively accessible to employees.
During final decision making, automated quality controls help to maintain high, uniform standards. Initially only checking for completeness, the system’s capabilities
can be extended to actual quality checks using machine learning. Automated filing
of suspicious activity reports (SARs) and triggering of the subsequent internal
reporting facilitate timely recording and reactions.
Beyond improving the predictive power of the algorithm and facilitating resource
intense and often dull tasks for the RM, these techniques introduce additional control – Manually reviewing a large number of mostly false alerts can lead to reduced
attentiveness, potentially missing true alerts.
As such, we see transaction monitoring as another area enabling break-throughs
in reforming the operating models of Wealth Managers.

Reduce client onboarding burden
RMs devote significant time to administrative tasks related to onboarding. Duplication of processes and a continued reliance on paper documents have prevented true
progress across large parts of the industry so far. A number of challengers have
shown that increased automation and digitisation of the onboarding process
(beyond KYC), combined with holistic data management, is achievable and significantly increases client satisfaction.
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Figure 35: Efficiency levers in client onboarding (not exhaustive)

Source : Oliver Wyman analysis

Centralised and consolidated data storage eliminates a duplication of tasks and
allows information to be shared across functions. Increased digitisation and automation of processes reduces manual work, provides a uniform view of workflows
and data, and simplifies client interaction with fewer touchpoints. Centralised data
management also enables more sophisticated data analytics to identify revenue
opportunities and the digitisation of client servicing activities, for which the lack of
a uniform data architecture remains a key hurdle (see last year’s report “Dare to be
different”).
Various third-party providers readily offer such digital, integrated onboarding solutions via API plug-in. Alternatively, Wealth Managers can drive in-house development of these capabilities.
However, Wealth Managers should be careful not to rush into digitising their
onboarding process without defining their target architecture. Patching together a
series of mismatching or overlapping technologies will create frustration for clients
and RMs alike. The key to a truly efficient onboarding process will be the careful
creation of a digitally supported, easy to navigate technology suite with a centralised, shared client database at its heart.

Client Servicing & Advice
Providing tailored advice and mass personalisation
Wealth Managers must better align their offering to the varied needs of their client
base. Not all clients require or justify the cost-intensive, high-touch “white glove”
service model still employed across most of the industry today. While differentiating RM service levels has been in focus of change initiatives in the recent past,
embedding different service levels and greater automation in the investment
engine is still a largely underutilised efficiency lever.
The vast majority of leading Wealth Managers maintain entry thresholds for discretionary portfolios below USD 5 MM. Wealth Managers aiming to reduce costs in the
front office must ensure that comparably low AuM HNW clients with assets below
USD 5 MM are served at a lower cost point without compromising on quality.
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Figure 36: Industrialized module-based client service model

Source : Oliver Wyman analysis

Wealth Managers should look to the Asset Management industry when developing
an industrialised but “mass personalised” model that allows for “customised” portfolio implementation while keeping costs at a minimum. This is time critical for
Wealth Managers as some Asset Managers are starting to push into the B2C market
with similar “mass personalised” offers. To avoid losing clients, Wealth Managers
must close this gap.
In this industrialised offering, Wealth Managers create standardised, basic mandate offerings that are matched to clients based on their risk profile. Base offerings
can subsequently be “mass personalised” with a handful of standardised opt-in
modules. These allow a degree of customisation from the client perspective on top
of largely uniform underlying investment processes. Mandates of the same type are
managed collectively and back office activities, such as risk management and
reporting, can be standardised.
A more industrialised mandate offering should benefit clients and reduce conduct
risk by standardising outcomes across portfolios. In the current world of regularly
individualised mandates, clients with similar risk profiles will often see divergent
outcomes. Mass personalisation eliminates this to a large degree, ensuring clients
with similar risk capacity and investment horizons can expect the same outcomes.

Automation of credit processes
Lending will remain a key income growth lever for Wealth Managers. At the same
time, lending – particularly Lombard lending – is well suited to front-to-back automation. FTE costs can be reduced by 10-40% through reduced manual intervention
based on our experience, depending on the starting point.
Efficiencies in the credit process can be realised along the entire credit value chain.
For example, automated pricing and profitability tools can support credit origination and structuring. Data capture tools and automated fraud detection materially
shorten the time required to create credit applications. Review- and decision making times can be significantly reduced, for example through automated haircut calculations and automated (pre )approvals for plain vanilla requests.
Real-time monitoring tools and automated margin calls increase efficiencies in
ongoing credit monitoring. This also improves credit risk management, especially
for Lombard lending based on liquid collateral.
Deutsche Bank AG/London
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Figure 37: Automation potential along the credit value chain (not exhaustive)

Source : Oliver Wyman analysis

Beyond RM efficiencies, a simplified credit application process also generates volume growth by reducing abandon rates. Digital application processes and end-toend standardisation of the credit process reduce the time it takes to apply to minutes, and auto-approvals for plain vanilla requests can be provided in seconds.
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Wealth Managers must review group service consumption
to help lower allocated costs
Allocated costs make up a significant share of Wealth Managers’ costs. They
account in some case for more than 50% and can be considered as “holy grail” of
cost management.
Figure 38: Management of allocated costs on group- and business unit level

Source : Oliver Wyman analysis

Cost allocation methodologies are decided at the group level and are thus beyond
the direct control of business units. Similarly, the day-to-day and strategic management and optimisation of these costs are group functions. The implementation of
integrated, robust cost tools at group level, transparent reporting, and central data
availability requires group-wide initiatives. Working with what is given to them,
business units, including Wealth Managers, must act within their sphere of control
to reduce the amount of cost allocated to them. They must focus on understanding
and steering cost allocations and embedding a culture of cost management.

Cost allocation management
Cost allocation mechanisms are often so opaque that business unit management
cannot anticipate their allocation with accuracy. Management sometimes feel that
the allocation introduces an arbitrary element to the measurement of their performance, driven by political considerations rather than true financial contribution.
Some frustration about cost allocation may be inevitable in large organisations with
many different units making use of shared resources. But business unit managers
can gain an element of control over their cost allocations.
The first step is to understand the cost allocation mechanisms and the underlying
drivers. For example, automation and digitisation of the AML / transaction monitoring value chain standardises processes in alert generation and investigation. This
creates a more uniform, higher quality information base for final case decision in the
compliance department, reducing workload and thus eventually allocated costs.
Another example is increased efficiency in the onboarding process. Digitisation of
data collection and centralisation of data management during onboarding facilitates the transmission of data between departments and simplifies onboarding-related activities in the back office with easy data availability (internal account creation, billing, etc).
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More generally, elasticity of allocated cost is a key metric to understand when
trying to reduce the cost allocated to the Wealth Management business unit.
Initiating a dialogue with other cost owners across the group can facilitate this
understanding. By identifying the drivers of processes that are heavy in
allocated costs and optimising the drivers appropriately, Wealth Management
units can reduce their share in allocated costs.
Cost management culture
After understanding the cost allocation mechanism and their own influence on
it, Wealth Management units must establish a culture of ongoing cost
management: front-to-back dialogue, continuous challenge, and robust cost
management. Wealth Managers need to move from the common governance
model in which no one owns the allocated costs, where they just happen to the
unit. Instead, allocated costs must have named owners who are responsible for
understanding them front-to-back, negotiating them, and taking action to
reduce the allocation.
This includes treating shared service divisions like a third-party supplier at
arms-length. If they cannot provide the same value-for-money as an external
provider, business units should look externally for alternatives. This may, for
example, be applicable for processes such as transaction processing, payments
and billing, as well as reporting. While this leads to stranded costs for the group in
the short-term, it is the only way to discipline internal suppliers and, ultimately, to
increase the effi-ciency of the overall group.
Reducing costs and not merely reallocating them will require real collaboration
across the business and corporate centres. In our cost work, we found that
“studio design” sessions can make a real difference.
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Appendix 1
Important Disclosures
*Other information available upon request
*Prices are current as of the end of the previous trading session unless otherwise indicated and are sourced from local
exchanges via Reuters, Bloomberg and other vendors . Other information is sourced from Deutsche Bank, subject companies,
and other sources. For disclosures pertaining to recommendations or estimates made on securities other than the primary
subject of this research, please see the most recently published company report or visit our global disclosure look-up page on
our website at https://research.db.com/Research/Disclosures/CompanySearch. Aside from within this report, important risk
and conflict disclosures can also be found at https://research.db.com/Research/Topics/Equities?topicId=RB0002. Investors
are strongly encouraged to review this information before investing.

Analyst Certification
The views expressed in this report accurately reflect the personal views of the undersigned lead analyst(s). In addition, the
undersigned lead analyst(s) has not and will not receive any compensation for providing a specific recommendation or view
in this report. Mark Wilson.
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Equity Rating Key

Equity rating dispersion and banking relationships

Buy: Based on a current 12- month view of total share-holder
return (TSR = percentage change in share price from current
price to projected target price plus pro-jected dividend yield ) ,
we recommend that investors buy the stock.
Sell: Based on a current 12-month view of total share-holder
return, we recommend that investors sell the stock.
Hold: We take a neutral view on the stock 12-months out and,
based on this time horizon, do not recommend either a Buy or
Sell.
Newly issued research recommendations and target prices
supersede previously published research.
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Additional Information
The information and opinions in this report were prepared by Deutsche Bank AG or one of its affiliates (collectively 'Deutsche
Bank'). Though the information herein is believed to be reliable and has been obtained from public sources believed to be
reliable, Deutsche Bank makes no representation as to its accuracy or completeness. Hyperlinks to third-party websites in this
report are provided for reader convenience only. Deutsche Bank neither endorses the content nor is responsible for the
accuracy or security controls of those websites.
If you use the services of Deutsche Bank in connection with a purchase or sale of a security that is discussed in this report, or
is included or discussed in another communication (oral or written) from a Deutsche Bank analyst, Deutsche Bank may act as
principal for its own account or as agent for another person.
Deutsche Bank may consider this report in deciding to trade as principal. It may also engage in transactions, for its own account
or with customers, in a manner inconsistent with the views taken in this research report. Others within Deutsche Bank,
including strategists, sales staff and other analysts, may take views that are inconsistent with those taken in this research
report. Deutsche Bank issues a variety of research products, including fundamental analysis, equity-linked analysis,
quantitative analysis and trade ideas. Recommendations contained in one type of communication may differ from
recommendations contained in others, whether as a result of differing time horizons, methodologies, perspectives or
otherwise. Deutsche Bank and/or its affiliates may also be holding debt or equity securities of the issuers it writes on. Analysts
are paid in part based on the profitability of Deutsche Bank AG and its affiliates, which includes investment banking, trading
and principal trading revenues.
Opinions, estimates and projections constitute the current judgment of the author as of the date of this report. They do not
necessarily reflect the opinions of Deutsche Bank and are subject to change without notice. Deutsche Bank provides liquidity
for buyers and sellers of securities issued by the companies it covers. Deutsche Bank research analysts sometimes have
shorter-term trade ideas that may be inconsistent with Deutsche Bank's existing longer-term ratings. Some trade ideas for
equities are listed as Catalyst Calls on the Research Website (https://research.db.com/Research/) , and can be found on the
general coverage list and also on the covered company’s page. A Catalyst Call represents a high-conviction belief by an analyst
that a stock will outperform or underperform the market and/or a specified sector over a time frame of no less than two weeks
and no more than three months. In addition to Catalyst Calls, analysts may occasionally discuss with our clients, and with
Deutsche Bank salespersons and traders, trading strategies or ideas that reference catalysts or events that may have a nearterm or medium-term impact on the market price of the securities discussed in this report, which impact may be directionally
counter to the analysts' current 12-month view of total return or investment return as described herein. Deutsche Bank has
no obligation to update, modify or amend this report or to otherwise notify a recipient thereof if an opinion, forecast or estimate
changes or becomes inaccurate. Coverage and the frequency of changes in market conditions and in both general and
company-specific economic prospects make it difficult to update research at defined intervals. Updates are at the sole
discretion of the coverage analyst or of the Research Department Management, and the majority of reports are published at
irregular intervals. This report is provided for informational purposes only and does not take into account the particular
investment objectives, financial situations, or needs of individual clients. It is not an offer or a solicitation of an offer to buy or
sell any financial instruments or to participate in any particular trading strategy. Target prices are inherently imprecise and a
product of the analyst’s judgment. The financial instruments discussed in this report may not be suitable for all investors, and
investors must make their own informed investment decisions. Prices and availability of financial instruments are subject to
change without notice, and investment transactions can lead to losses as a result of price fluctuations and other factors. If a
financial instrument is denominated in a currency other than an investor's currency, a change in exchange rates may adversely
affect the investment. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. Performance calculations exclude
transaction costs, unless otherwise indicated. Unless otherwise indicated, prices are current as of the end of the previous
trading session and are sourced from local exchanges via Reuters, Bloomberg and other vendors. Data is also sourced from
Deutsche Bank, subject companies, and other parties.
The Deutsche Bank Research Department is independent of other business divisions of the Bank. Details regarding our
organizational arrangements and information barriers we have to prevent and avoid conflicts of interest with respect to our
research are available on our website (https://research.db.com/Research/) under Disclaimer.
Macroeconomic fluctuations often account for most of the risks associated with exposures to instruments that promise to pay
fixed or variable interest rates. For an investor who is long fixed-rate instruments (thus receiving these cash flows), increases
in interest rates naturally lift the discount factors applied to the expected cash flows and thus cause a loss. The longer the
maturity of a certain cash flow and the higher the move in the discount factor, the higher will be the loss. Upside surprises in
inflation, fiscal funding needs, and FX depreciation rates are among the most common adverse macroeconomic shocks to
receivers. But counterparty exposure, issuer creditworthiness, client segmentation, regulation (including changes in assets
holding limits for different types of investors), changes in tax policies, currency convertibility (which may constrain currency
conversion, repatriation of profits and/or liquidation of positions), and settlement issues related to local clearing houses are
also important risk factors. The sensitivity of fixed-income instruments to macroeconomic shocks may be mitigated by
indexing the contracted cash flows to inflation, to FX depreciation, or to specified interest rates – these are common in
emerging markets. The index fixings may – by construction – lag or mis-measure the actual move in the underlying variables
they are intended to track. The choice of the proper fixing (or metric) is particularly important in swaps markets, where floating
coupon rates (i.e., coupons indexed to a typically short-dated interest rate reference index) are exchanged for fixed coupons.
Funding in a currency that differs from the currency in which coupons are denominated carries FX risk. Options on swaps
(swaptions) the risks typical to options in addition to the risks related to rates movements.
Derivative transactions involve numerous risks including market, counterparty default and illiquidity risk. The appropriateness
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of these products for use by investors depends on the investors' own circumstances, including their tax position, their
regulatory environment and the nature of their other assets and liabilities; as such, investors should take expert legal and
financial advice before entering into any transaction similar to or inspired by the contents of this publication. The risk of loss
in futures trading and options, foreign or domestic, can be substantial. As a result of the high degree of leverage obtainable
in futures and options trading, losses may be incurred that are greater than the amount of funds initially deposited – up to
theoretically unlimited losses. Trading in options involves risk and is not suitable for all investors. Prior to buying or selling an
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representative for a copy of this important document.
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rates can be volatile and are subject to large fluctuations; (ii) the value of currencies may be affected by numerous market
factors, including world and national economic, political and regulatory events, events in equity and debt markets and changes
in interest rates; and (iii) currencies may be subject to devaluation or government-imposed exchange controls, which could
affect the value of the currency. Investors in securities such as ADRs, whose values are affected by the currency of an
underlying security, effectively assume currency risk.
Unless governing law provides otherwise, all transactions should be executed through the Deutsche Bank entity in the
investor's home jurisdiction. Aside from within this report, important conflict disclosures can also be found at https://
research.db.com/Research/ on each company’s research page. Investors are strongly encouraged to review this information
before investing.
Deutsche Bank (which includes Deutsche Bank AG, its branches and affiliated companies) is not acting as a financial adviser,
consultant or fiduciary to you or any of your agents (collectively, “You” or “Your”) with respect to any information provided in
this report. Deutsche Bank does not provide investment, legal, tax or accounting advice, Deutsche Bank is not acting as your
impartial adviser, and does not express any opinion or recommendation whatsoever as to any strategies, products or any other
information presented in the materials. Information contained herein is being provided solely on the basis that the recipient
will make an independent assessment of the merits of any investment decision, and it does not constitute a recommendation
of, or express an opinion on, any product or service or any trading strategy.
The information presented is general in nature and is not directed to retirement accounts or any specific person or account type,
and is therefore provided to You on the express basis that it is not advice, and You may not rely upon it in making Your decision.
The information we provide is being directed only to persons we believe to be financially sophisticated, who are capable of
evaluating investment risks independently, both in general and with regard to particular transactions and investment
strategies, and who understand that Deutsche Bank has financial interests in the offering of its products and services. If this
is not the case, or if You are an IRA or other retail investor receiving this directly from us, we ask that you inform us immediately.
In July 2018, Deutsche Bank revised its rating system for short term ideas whereby the branding has been changed to Catalyst
Calls (“CC”) from SOLAR ideas; the rating categories for Catalyst Calls originated in the Americas region have been made
consistent with the categories used by Analysts globally; and the effective time period for CCs has been reduced from a
maximum of 180 days to 90 days.
United States: Approved and/or distributed by Deutsche Bank Securities Incorporated, a member of FINRA, NFA and SIPC.
Analysts located outside of the United States are employed by non-US affiliates that are not subject to FINRA regulations.
Germany: Approved and/or distributed by Deutsche Bank AG, a joint stock corporation with limited liability incorporated in
the Federal Republic of Germany with its principal office in Frankfurt am Main. Deutsche Bank AG is authorized under German
Banking Law and is subject to supervision by the European Central Bank and by BaFin, Germany’s Federal Financial
Supervisory Authority.
United Kingdom: Approved and/or distributed by Deutsche Bank AG acting through its London Branch at Winchester House,
1 Great Winchester Street, London EC2N 2DB. Deutsche Bank AG in the United Kingdom is authorised by the Prudential
Regulation Authority and is subject to limited regulation by the Prudential Regulation Authority and Financial Conduct
Authority. Details about the extent of our authorisation and regulation are available on request.
Hong Kong: Distributed by Deutsche Bank AG, Hong Kong Branch or Deutsche Securities Asia Limited (save that any research
relating to futures contracts within the meaning of the Hong Kong Securities and Futures Ordinance Cap. 571 shall be
distributed solely by Deutsche Securities Asia Limited). The provisions set out above in the 'Additional Information' section
shall apply to the fullest extent permissible by local laws and regulations, including without limitation the Code of Conduct for
Persons Licensed or Registered with the Securities and Futures Commission.
India: Prepared by Deutsche Equities India Private Limited (DEIPL) having CIN: U65990MH2002PTC137431 and registered
office at 14th Floor, The Capital, C-70, G Block, Bandra Kurla Complex Mumbai (India) 400051. Tel: + 91 22 7180 4444. It is
registered by the Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) as a Stock broker bearing registration no.: INZ000252437;
Merchant Banker bearing SEBI Registration no.: INM000010833 and Research Analyst bearing SEBI Registration no.:
INH000001741. DEIPL may have received administrative warnings from the SEBI for breaches of Indian regulations. Deutsche
Bank and/or its affiliate(s) may have debt holdings or positions in the subject company. With regard to information on
associates, please refer to the “Shareholdings” section in the Annual Report at: https://www.db.com/ir/en/annualreports.htm.
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Japan: Approved and/or distributed by Deutsche Securities Inc.(DSI). Registration number - Registered as a financial
instruments dealer by the Head of the Kanto Local Finance Bureau (Kinsho) No. 117. Member of associations: JSDA, Type II
Financial Instruments Firms Association and The Financial Futures Association of Japan. Commissions and risks involved in
stock transactions - for stock transactions, we charge stock commissions and consumption tax by multiplying the transaction
amount by the commission rate agreed with each customer. Stock transactions can lead to losses as a result of share price
fluctuations and other factors. Transactions in foreign stocks can lead to additional losses stemming from foreign exchange
fluctuations. We may also charge commissions and fees for certain categories of investment advice, products and services.
Recommended investment strategies, products and services carry the risk of losses to principal and other losses as a result
of changes in market and/or economic trends, and/or fluctuations in market value. Before deciding on the purchase of financial
products and/or services, customers should carefully read the relevant disclosures, prospectuses and other documentation.
'Moody's', 'Standard Poor's', and 'Fitch' mentioned in this report are not registered credit rating agencies in Japan unless
Japan or 'Nippon' is specifically designated in the name of the entity. Reports on Japanese listed companies not written by
analysts of DSI are written by Deutsche Bank Group's analysts with the coverage companies specified by DSI. Some of the
foreign securities stated on this report are not disclosed according to the Financial Instruments and Exchange Law of Japan.
Target prices set by Deutsche Bank's equity analysts are based on a 12-month forecast period.
Korea: Distributed by Deutsche Securities Korea Co.
South Africa: Deutsche Bank AG Johannesburg is incorporated in the Federal Republic of Germany (Branch Register Number
in South Africa: 1998/003298/10).
Singapore: This report is issued by Deutsche Bank AG, Singapore Branch or Deutsche Securities Asia Limited, Singapore
Branch (One Raffles Quay #18-00 South Tower Singapore 048583, +65 6423 8001), which may be contacted in respect of any
matters arising from, or in connection with, this report. Where this report is issued or promulgated by Deutsche Bank in
Singapore to a person who is not an accredited investor, expert investor or institutional investor (as defined in the applicable
Singapore laws and regulations), they accept legal responsibility to such person for its contents.
Taiwan: Information on securities/investments that trade in Taiwan is for your reference only. Readers should independently
evaluate investment risks and are solely responsible for their investment decisions. Deutsche Bank research may not be
distributed to the Taiwan public media or quoted or used by the Taiwan public media without written consent. Information on
securities/instruments that do not trade in Taiwan is for informational purposes only and is not to be construed as a
recommendation to trade in such securities/instruments. Deutsche Securities Asia Limited, Taipei Branch may not execute
transactions for clients in these securities/instruments.
Qatar: Deutsche Bank AG in the Qatar Financial Centre (registered no. 00032) is regulated by the Qatar Financial Centre
Regulatory Authority. Deutsche Bank AG - QFC Branch may undertake only the financial services activities that fall within the
scope of its existing QFCRA license. Its principal place of business in the QFC: Qatar Financial Centre, Tower, West Bay, Level
5, PO Box 14928, Doha, Qatar. This information has been distributed by Deutsche Bank AG. Related financial products or
services are only available only to Business Customers, as defined by the Qatar Financial Centre Regulatory Authority.
Russia: The information, interpretation and opinions submitted herein are not in the context of, and do not constitute, any
appraisal or evaluation activity requiring a license in the Russian Federation.
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia: Deutsche Securities Saudi Arabia LLC Company (registered no. 07073-37) is regulated by the
Capital Market Authority. Deutsche Securities Saudi Arabia may undertake only the financial services activities that fall within
the scope of its existing CMA license. Its principal place of business in Saudi Arabia: King Fahad Road, Al Olaya District, P.O.
Box 301809, Faisaliah Tower - 17th Floor, 11372 Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.
United Arab Emirates: Deutsche Bank AG in the Dubai International Financial Centre (registered no. 00045) is regulated by
the Dubai Financial Services Authority. Deutsche Bank AG - DIFC Branch may only undertake the financial services activities
that fall within the scope of its existing DFSA license. Principal place of business in the DIFC: Dubai International Financial
Centre, The Gate Village, Building 5, PO Box 504902, Dubai, U.A.E. This information has been distributed by Deutsche Bank
AG. Related financial products or services are available only to Professional Clients, as defined by the Dubai Financial Services
Authority.
Australia and New Zealand: This research is intended only for 'wholesale clients' within the meaning of the Australian
Corporations Act and New Zealand Financial Advisors Act, respectively. Please refer to Australia-specific research disclosures
and related information at https://australia.db.com/australia/content/research-information.html Where research refers to any
particular financial product recipients of the research should consider any product disclosure statement, prospectus or other
applicable disclosure document before making any decision about whether to acquire the product. In preparing this report,
the primary analyst or an individual who assisted in the preparation of this report has likely been in contact with the company
that is the subject of this research for confirmation/clarification of data, facts, statements, permission to use company-sourced
material in the report, and/or site-visit attendance. Without prior approval from Research Management, analysts may not
accept from current or potential Banking clients the costs of travel, accommodations, or other expenses incurred by analysts
attending site visits, conferences, social events, and the like. Similarly, without prior approval from Research Management and
Anti-Bribery and Corruption (“ABC”) team, analysts may not accept perks or other items of value for their personal use from
issuers they cover.
Additional information relative to securities, other financial products or issuers discussed in this report is available upon
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request. This report may not be reproduced, distributed or published without Deutsche Bank's prior written consent. Copyright
© 2019 Deutsche Bank AG
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Other Important Disclosures from Oliver Wyman
Copyright © 2019 Oliver Wyman. All rights reserved. This report may not be reproduced or redistributed, in whole or in
part, without the written permission of Oliver Wyman and Oliver Wyman accepts no liability whatsoever for the actions
of third parties in this respect.
This report is not a substitute for tailored professional advice on how a specific financial institution should execute its
strategy. This report is not investment nor legal or tax advice and should not be relied on for such advice or as a
substitute for consultation with professional accountants, tax, legal or financial advisers. Oliver Wyman has made every
effort to use reliable, up-to-date and comprehensive information and analysis, but all information is provided without
warranty of any kind, express or implied. Oliver Wyman disclaims any responsibility to update the information or
conclusions in this report. Oliver Wyman accepts no liability for any loss arising from any action taken or refrained from
as a result of information contained in this report or any reports or sources of information referred to herein, or for any
consequential, special or similar damages even if advised of the possibility of such damages.
This report may not be sold without the written consent of Oliver Wyman. The Oliver Wyman employees that contributed
to this report are neither FCA nor FINRA registered.
Oliver Wyman is not authorised or regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority or the Prudential Regulatory Authority.
As a consultancy firm it may have business relationships with companies mentioned in this report and as such may
receive fees for executing this business.
Please refer to www.oliverwyman.com for further details.
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